Possibility, Dreams and Positivity (PDP)
When Possibility, Dreams and Positivity (PDP) team up our mind switches into an
incredibly Powerful state. It is this state of mind which allows us to conceive of Great
Inventions, Great Holidays, Good Deeds and Brilliant Adventures.
When we block off the PDP trio with Negativity, we switch our mind into survival mode. The
easiest way for the human mind to handle survival is to box people and situations into
categories.
Such as, “The beachfront is dangerous”. Action taken - do not go to the beach. Secondary
action - support your belief by telling everyone you know, how dangerous the beach is.
Is the beach always dangerous? For the greater part of the time the beach is a safe place to
be. Our survival state has diminished our life and one of the best areas to enjoy it.
Or, “All X people are dangerous.” Action taken, - avoid all X people. Secondary action support your belief by finding a few stories about X people. Build and expand the stories by
telling them at every opportunity, to anyone who will listen.
Is it true? A few people who fall into any category are dangerous and most are not. Again our
survival method has excluded us from a great part of our life.
To survive is easy. Put the people, religion, race, tradition, culture, gender, position, situation
into a danger/ hate box and live within in your safe group or place. That way you will never
know anything or experience anything. And whatever is wrong with your world, is always
because of circumstances and other people. Justification is a safe and boring haven!
To Succeed takes the same effort and is infinitely more
FUN! Start by opening your mind to what scares you and go
and face it. Think of places and people that are mental “nonos” and go to them. Open your mind, with a little PDP, to go
beyond the “impossible” and you will be surprised how
Beautiful and Bountiful life really is.
Life is great and exciting for those who face their fears. For
they will find lives of freedom and incredible human
power. The rest will trap themselves and those who value
their opinions, in a tiny, scary place of little consequence.
So, what is it that you fear? What is it that you need to face? What marvellous adventures
await you when you decide to break out of your “safe place”? What legacy will you leave upon
this earth? Who will you positively impact? When will you experience the future?
Take the trio of Possibility, Dreams and Positivity along with you and they will sweep you
to places of Beauty and Splendour, and to meet People of Wonder and Excitement!
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